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Mehanis was the birthplae of alulus, whih is the mathematis governing

motion. The topis overed here begin with simple kinematis and problems

involving onstant aeleration (the SUVAT equations) and, in Set 2, projetile

motion. In Set 3 we move on to dynamis, the study of the auses of motion,

whih is entred on Newton's Seond Law F = ma followed by the notions

of energy and work, whih features problems involving Hooke's Law of linear

springs (Sets 4 and 5). In Set 8 we meet the related notions of impulse and

power.

To deal with irular motion and aeleration (Set 6) requires development

of the equations of veloity and aeleration in terms of radial and transverse

omponents, whih refer to an orthogonal pair of unit vetors at the point

P in question, whih are not �xed but whose diretion is determined by the

radial vetor from the origin to the point P . Sine the diretion of the loal

radial unit vetor r̂ is a funtion of the polar angle θ, this interation leads

to more ompliated formulae desribing the motion of a partile but they do

allow for analysis of problems that feature rotation, and in partiular we visit

problems involving pendulums of various types and planetary motion. In Set 7

we deal with simple examples involving elestial motion under the simplifying

assumption that that motion is uniform and irular. However, in Set 10, we

deal with the general ase of elliptial and other oni orbits. Preparation for

this is in Set 9 on the nature of oni setions, with a view to their appliation

in orbital theory. The mathematis of the �nal set beomes quite sophistiated

in that the student will apply several faets of the year's work inluding solution

of seond order di�erential equations and alulus involving polar form.
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Problem Set 1 Motion

1. I an walk to work at 4mph or yle at 12mph and I save ten minutes if

I ride my bike. How far is it to work?

2. A ylist rides along a straight road from A to B and bak again, main-

taining a onstant speed, relative to the air, of 30km/hr. There is a 5km/hr

breeze from A to B. Given that he rides for two hours in all, �nd the distane

from A to B.
3. Five trains per hour travel from London to Colhester in eah diretion.

How many will you meet going in the opposite diretion given that your journey

takes an hour? What if it takes two hours?

4. Two trains, eah travelling at 25mph, are �fty miles apart and heading

towards eah other. A �y on the front of one of the trains, whih �ies at 50mph,

�ies towards the other train and, when it reahes it, instantly �ies bak to

the other, and keeps repeating this until the trains ollide. What is the total

distane �own by the �y?

5. A 5 metre ladder, leaning against a wall, slips so that its base moves away

from the wall at a rate of 2m/se. How fast will the top of the ladder be moving

down the wall when the base is 4 metres from the wall?

6. Einstein's Theory of Speial Relativity is based on the fat that the mass

of a moving objet m with rest mass m0 is given by:

m =
m0

√

1− (v2/c2)
;

where v is the veloity of the objet and c is the speed of light in a vauum. In

terms of c, at what veloity will the mass of the objet be double its rest mass?

7. A partile moves along the x-axis in a straight line in suh a way x =
A sinnt+B cosnt where t denotes time. Find the aeleration ẍ of the partile

as a funtion of x.
8. For the partile in Question 8, �nd the range of its motion and, taking

A,B ≥ 0, �nd the �rst times when the partile reahes the extremities of its

range interval.

9. There is a (ylindrial) glass, 4 inhes high, irumferene 6 inhes. Inside
the glass, 1 inh from the top, is a drop of honey. Outside of the glass, 1 inh

from the bottom, on the opposite side, is an ant. What is the minimum distane

that the ant must walk to get to her honey?

10. The hands of a lok point in the same diretion at 12 o'lok. They

also do this a little after 1:05, and a little more after 2:10, and so on. Exatly

how muh time elapses after midday until the hands of a lok fae again point

in the same diretion?
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Problem Set 2 Kinematis and the SUVAT Equations

For a partile P moving in a straight line with onstant aeleration a we

�nd by integrating with respet to time t that v = u+ at, where u denotes the

initial veloity of P and v denotes its veloity after time t. Integrating a seond
time we obtain s = 1

2at
2 + ut, where s denotes the position of P with respet

to its initial position.

1. Eliminate t from the previous pair of equations to express v2 in terms of

u2, a, and s.

2. A train leaves a station with onstant aeleration. After 20 seonds it

has travelled 500m. What is its aeleration?

3. A partile moves from rest with a onstant aeleration of 1m/se

2
. What

is its speed when it has travelled 50m?

4. A heetah is running at 6.20m/s and, with onstant aeleration, speeds

up to 23.1 m/s in a time of 3.3 s. How muh ground does the animal over

during this time?

5. A ball is tossed up vertially at a speed of 7.7m/se. Negleting air

frition, what is the maximum height reahed by the ball, given that g, the
aeleration due to gravity is 9.81m/se

2
?

6. How long is the ball in Question 5 in the air?

7. How high would the ball need to be thrown to be air borne for 6 seonds?

8. A projetile has x and y o-ordinates at time t given by

x = (V cosα)t, y = (V sinα)t − 1

2
gt2

where V and α are the initial speed and angle of projetion respetively. Express

y in terms of x and the parameters, V , α, and g ≈ 10ms−1, the aeleration

due to gravity.

9. Find the diretion of the veloity of a projetile, whih is projeted at

30ms−1
at an angle of 45◦ to the horizontal, when it has travelled a horizontal

distane of 30m.

10. A body is projeted from the origin with speed

√

4g/h and passes

through the point with o-ordinates (h, h/8). Find the two possible angles of

projetion.
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Problem Set 3 Newton's Law

The statement that the aeleration a in the diretion of a fore F ating on

a body of mass m is given by F = ma is alled Newton's Seond Law. Newton's

First Law is the speial ase where F = 0 so that a = 0 and so the veloity of a

body in a partiular diretion does not hange if the net fore in that diretion

is zero. This is often alled the Priniple of Inertia. Newton's Third law is

that to every ation there is an equal and opposite reation, meaning that if

one objet exerts a fore on a seond, then the seond exerts the opposite fore

on the �rst. When we speak of Newton's Law, we shall mean the Seond Law,

whih inludes the �rst.

1. Find the fore required to give a ar of mass 2 × 103kg a uniform ael-

eration of 2 · 5m/se

2
.

2. Find the fore required to aelerate the same ar for 0 to 36km/hr in

10se.

3. A person of mass mkg stands on some sales in a lift aelerating (up-

wards) at fm/se

2
. What do the sales read in Newtons?

4. A balloon of mass m asends vertially with aeleration f . What is the

upward thrust of the balloon due to its buoyany? (whih is the upward fore

ating on the balloon.)

5. If ballast of mass m2 is thrown out of the balloon, what is the value of

its new upward aeleration?

6. A stone is dropped from a balloon that is rising at 10m/se and the stone

hits the ground 8 seonds later. How high was the balloon when the stone was

dropped?

7. A balloon of total mass M desends with a downward aeleration of f1.
Negleting air resistane, �nd the mass of the ballast that needs to be disarded

from the balloon in order for it to rise with an aeleration of f2.
8. An airraft of mass 105kg produes a thrust of 2 · 5 × 105N, whih then

inreases at a onstant rate of 6 × 103N/se . Find the time taken for it to

ahieve a speed of 180km/hr.

9. An objet falls vertially past a window 2m tall in

1
12 se. Find the height

above the bottom of the window from whih the objet was dropped.

10. (Courtesy of MIT Openourseware) While driving along the highway

at 40 m/s, you spot another ar 50m ahead, traveling at a onstant speed of

30 m/s. You apply the brakes and begin deelerating at 1.0 m/se

2
. Will you

ath the other ar?
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Problem Set 4 Hooke's law, energy, and work

We onsider a spring of natural length l suspended from a �xed point. We

assume that the fore exerted by the spring obeys Hooke's Law in that F = λx
l

where x is the extension (whih may be negative) from the natural length l and
λ > 0, is the modulus of elastiity of the spring.

1. A body of mass m is suspended from the lower end of the spring, whih

then extends to x0 past its natural length. What is the value of λ for this spring?

2. A mass m osillating vertially on the spring then has equation of motion

about its equilibrium position desribed by:

mẍ = mg − λ

l
x (1)

Find the general solution of the di�erential equation (1), expressing it as a

single osine funtion involving two arbitrary onstants.

3. Find the partiular solution to (1) given that the stationary mass is

strethed to a position a past its natural length and then released from rest.

4. Find the period, frequeny, and the maximum displaement of m.

5. Express the veloity v = ẋ in terms of the position x of the mass by

writing ẍ = v dv
dx

and integrating both sides with respet to x.

The work done by a (variable) fore F when a body is moved in the diretion

of the fore from a1 to a2 is given by

´ a2

a1

F dx. For a onstant fore vetor F

the work is given by F • x = Fx cos θ, where θ is the angle between the fore

and motion vetor. In partiular the work done by gravity in lifting a body of

mass m through a height h is W = mgh as the fore F of gravity on the body

is F = ma = mg.

6. Use the Chain rule to show that Write ẍ = d
dx
(12 ẋ

2).
7. Use Question 6 to �nd the work done by a possibly variable fore F whih

auses a body of mass m to aelerate from speed v1 to v2 in travelling from

x = 0 to x = s.
8. Use the previeous question to dedue that if a mass m falls from h1 to h2

with veloity inreasing from v1 to v2 then

mgh1 +
1

2
mv21 = mgh2 +

1

2
mv22 .

9. Find the work done by a fore in strething (or ompressing) a spring

with modulus of elastiity λ and natural length l to l + a.
10. A mass of 50kg is dropped from a height of 2 · 2m above the ground

onto a vertial spring resting on the ground of natural length 0 ·4m. The losest

approah of the mass to the ground is then 0 ·2m. Find the modulus of elastiity

of the spring.
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Problem Set 5 Conservation of Energy

1. A uniform thin hain of mass m and length 2 has half of its length lying

over the edge of a smooth horizontal table with the remaining half extended at

right angles to the edge on top. It is held in position and then released. Let

x(t) denote the distane below the table top of the lower end of the hain at

time t after its release. Use Conservation of Energy to show that

ẋ(t) =

√

g

2

√

x2 − 1.

2. Dedue the result of Question 2 by deriving the equation of motion.

3. Show that the solution x(t) of Question 2 is given by

x(t) = cosh

√

g

2
t.

4. Compare the veloity of the sliding hain to that whih the hain would

have if it were suspended vertially with the top 1 metre above the height of

the table and released.

5. Two objets of respetive massesm1 < m2 are tied by a string plaed over

a smooth peg projeting horizontally from a wall. The masses are then released.

Taking the upward diretion as positive, write down equations of motion of eah

of the two masses in terms of their ommon aeleration a and the tension T in

the string. Hene express a and T in terms of m1,m2 and g.
6. A bead slides on a smooth irular wire, radius a, whih is �xed in a

vertial plane. The bead is displaed slightly from the top point of the irle.

Find the subsequent speed of the bead as a funtion of the angle θ formed by the

radius of the irle through the position point P of the bead with the vertial.

7. A puk sits on top of a large hemisphere of ie of radius a. The puk

is displaed so that it slides o�. At what angle of the radius vetor from the

vertial does the puk leave the surfae of the sphere?

8. A pendulum onsists of a light inextensible rod of length l pivoted at

one end with a mass m attahed to the other. At the bottom of its swing, the

pendulum has angular veloity ω. Show that the osine of the angle the rod

makes with the vertial at the top of the pendulum's swing is 1− lω2

2g .
9. A pendulum onsisting of a light rod of length l and bob mass m hangs

suspended from inside the roof of a ar, whih has aeleration of a. Find the

angle that the pendulum rod makes with the vertial.

10. An elasti string (whih exerts a fore when strethed but whih goes

slak under ompression) of length l and modulus of elastiity λ is attahed to

a rigid beam. A partile of mass m is attahed to the other end, held near the

attahed end of the string and let fall. Show that the partile falls a maximum

distane x that satis�es the equation:

x2 − (1 +
mg

λ
)2lx+ l2.
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Problem Set 6 Cirular motion

Cirular motion The vetors r̂ = cos θi+ sin θj and θ̂ = − sin θi + cos θj
represent an orthogonal pair of unit vetors in the plane with polar angle θ.
These are known respetively as the radial and transverse omponents of a

point P with polar o-ordinates (r, θ).

1. Express i and j in terms of r̂ and θ̂.

2. Express the time derivatives of r̂ and θ̂ in terms of those of r, θ and r̂ and

θ̂.

3. By �nding the time derivative of rr̂, �nd the veloity v in terms of the

radial and angular veloity, ṙ and θ̇ respetively.

4. Similarly �nd a = v̇ as a linear ombination of ṙ and θ̇.

5. A partile moves along the urve with equation r = a(2 + cos θ) in the

sense of inreasing θ with onstant speed v. Find θ̇ in terms of v and a.

6. Find the value of the entripetal aeleration towards the entre of irle

for a partile rotating in a irle with onstant angular veloity ω = θ̇, expressing
it both in terms of r and ω and in terms of r and v, the veloity of the partile.

Simple Pendulum

7. Consider a simple pendulum with bob P of mass m and length l and
(variable) angle of θ from the vertial. Write down the expression for the a-

eleration a of P and the fore F ating on P in terms of the tension T in the

supporting string (light and inextensible).

8. Write down an seond order di�erential equation for θ.

9. Replae sin θ by θ in the equation of Question 9 (aurate for small θ)
and solve. Hene �nd the approximate period of the simple pendulum.

10. Conial pendulum Let a pendulum of length l and bob mass m be spun

in a horizontal irle with angular veloity ω (so that the string and bob trae

out a one with apex at the suspension point of the pendulum and whose axis

passes through the entre of this irle of rotation). Determine the angle θ that
the suspension string makes with the vertial in terms of ω and l.
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Problem Set 7 Planetary motion

1. If it is noon at Greenwih what is the true time of day in a ity in Siberia

whose longitude is 45◦ east?

2. The moon is

1
4 of a million miles away and the Sun is 93 million. Given

that the moon just overs the Sun in a total elipse (whih it does), what is the

ratio of the Moon's diameter to that of the Sun?

3. Following on from Question 2, how many moons ould �t inside the sphere

of the Sun?

4. To the nearest whole number, how many times per year does the Earth

rotate on its axis?

5. Kepler's Third Law says that the square of the period (year) of a planet

is proportional to the ube of the radius of its orbit. What is the length of the

year of an asteroid that is twie as far from the Sun as is the Earth?

6. In 1543 Copernius measured the length of the year of Saturn to be about

29 · 5 Earth years. How far is Saturn from the Sun? (Use the radius of Earth's

orbit as one unit.)

7. Suppose the Earth desribes a uniform irular motion around the Sun

in one year (T = 3 · 16 × 107 s)where the radius a = 1 · 5 × 1011m. Find the

orbital speed of the Earth and its aeleration towards the Sun. Compare this

aeleration to that due to Earth's gravity.

8. Given that the length of the day is T = 8 · 62× 104s and onsider a point

P on the Earth's surfae of latitude φ. Find the rotational veloity at P and

the aeleration at P towards the Earth's rotational axis, given that the radius

of the Earth is r = 6 · 4 × 106m. Find the maximum value of this aeleration

and ompare it to g.
9. Given that the mass M of the Earth ius 5.976× 1024kg and the Univer-

sal gravitational onstant γ = 6.670 × 10−11m3kg−1s−1
, �nd the radius of a

synhronous satellite, whih is to say the distane from the Earth's entre of a

satellite that stay �xed with respet to the Earth's surfae.

10. Derivation of Kepler's 3rd Law for Cirular orbit. Let a planet P of

mass m have a irular orbit of radius r around a star of mass M . By Newton's

law of gravitational attration, the radial fore of attration experiened by P
is given by

F =
γMm

r2

where γ is the universal gravitational onstant. Show that the period (year) T
of the planet is given by

T =
2π√
γM

r
3

2 .
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Problem Set 8 Impulse and Power

1. A partile of unit mass strikes another of mass m and afterwards they

rebound away from eah other at equal speeds. What is the value of m?

2. The impulse I of a (possibly variable) fore ating in the diretion of

motion of a mass m over a time interval from t1 to t2 is de�ned as:

I =

ˆ t2

t1

F dt.

By using Newton's Law and a suitable hange of variable show that I = ∆p,
the hange in momentum of the mass.

3. If a ertain mass has its veloity hanged from 6.00 m/s to 7.50 m/s when

a 3.00 N fore ats for 4.00 seonds, �nd the mass of the moving objet.

4. A golf ball of mass 100 g, initially at rest, is struk by a lub. After the

impat, the ball moves o� with a veloity of 50.0 m/s. If the ball and lub are

in ontat for 5 · 00 × 10−3
seonds, what was the average fore ating on the

ball?

5. A 3.00 kg objet initially is traveling to the left with a veloity of 4.00
m/s. If a 5.00 N fore ats to the right for 1.80 seonds, what is the �nal veloity
of the objet?

6. A partile begins at rest and moves in a straight line so that one se-

ond later it has ended at rest one metre away. Show that at some point the

magnitude of aeleration of the partile was at least 4.

7. A onveyor will utilize a motor-powered mehanial arm to exert an

average fore of 890 N to push large rates a distane of 12 meters in 22 seonds.

Determine the power output required of suh a motor.

8. A hoist operated by an eletri motor has a mass of 500 kg. It raises a

load of 300 kg vertially at a steady speed of 0.2m/s. Fritional resistane an

be taken to be onstant at 1200 N. What is the power required?

9. A ar of mass 900 kg has an engine with power output of 42 kW. It an

ahieve a maximum speed of 120 km/h along the level.

What is the resistane to motion? If the maximum power and the resistane

remained the same what would be the maximum speed the ar ould ahieve

up an inline of 1 in 40 along the slope?

10. A point objet of mass 2 kg, moving in the plane with a bearing of 120◦

is subjet to an impulse of 2 N ses towards the north. Find the subsequent

veloity of this partile.
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Problem Set 9 Conis

A oni C is the lous of points P (r, θ) satisfying the equation OP = ePN
where e > 0 is a onstant known as the eentriity, O is a point known as a

fous and N is the diretrix, whih is a line with equation N : x = k 6= 0.
1. Show that the polar equation of C is given by

r =
ke

1 + e cos θ
or r = ke

1−e cos θ

aording as k > 0 or k < 0.
2. Find the eentriity and diretrix of the following oni and also �nd its

equation in artesian oordinates: r = 25
10−10 cos θ .

3. Consider the oni equation with k < 0 and with e = 1. Show that the

hange of variable x = x′ − k
2 allows the equation to be written in the form

y2 = 4ax′
and �nd the fous and diretrix of this parabola in x′y-oordinates.

4. Suppose now that the diretrix is a line N whose normals make an angle

θ0 with the polar axis. Show that the equation of the oni is now

r =
ke

1 + e cos(θ − θ0)

where k is the distane from O to the line N .

5. Show that the lous of points P (x, y) that have the property that |PF1|+
|PF2| = 2a where F1 = (−c, 0) and F2 = (c, 0) is an ellipse and give its entre

and the lengths of its axes.

6. Show that the lous of points P (x, y) that have the property that |PF1|−
|PF2| = 2a where F1 = (−c, 0) and F2 = (c, 0) is a hyperbola give its entre

and the equations of its asymptotes.

7. In general, show that the polar oni equation with k < 0 and with e 6= 1
an be written in the form

(x− c)2

a2
± y2

b2
= 1,

with the equation representing an ellipse if e < 1 and a hyperbola if e > 1.
8. Consider a planet the orbit of whih has the Sun at a fous and whose

equation is:

r =
l

1 + e cos θ
, 0 < e < 1, l = ke > 0.

Find the furthest distane rA and losest distane, rP of the planet to the Sun

(the so-alled aphelion and perihelion distanes) and the orresponding values

of θ. Show that l, the semi-latus retum, is the length of the vertial from the

major axis of the ellipse from the fous to the urve itself.

9. Following on from the previous question, show that a = ke
1−e2

= rA
1+e

.
10. In a similar way show that semi-minor axis b of the ellipse of Question

8 satis�es b = a
√
1− e2.
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Problem Set 10 Kepler's Laws of Orbits

1. Show that for an objet subjet only to a entral fore from a point

(ating only in the radial diretion, suh as gravity) h = r2θ̇ is onstant.

Kepler's Seond Law

2. Show, using Question 1, that for a planet P orbiting the Sun O, the
area swept out by the ray OP during the time interval [t1, t2] is proportional to
t2 − t1.

3. Use the law of gravity: F (r) = − γMm
r2

, whereM and m are the respetive

masses of the Sun and a planet or asteroid to dedue that r satis�es the seond
order di�erential equation:

−γM

r2
= r̈ − h2

r3
.

4. Show that, in these irumstanes, we have the equality

d
dt

= h
r2

d
dθ

and

so the equation of Question 3 takes the form:

−γM

h2
=

d

dθ
(
1

r2
dr

dθ
)− 1

r
.

5. Apply the substitution u = 1
r
to the di�erential equation of Question 4 to

reover a seond order linear di�erential equation in u as a funtion of θ. Show
that the general solution takes the form:u = A cos(θ − θ0) +

γM
h2 and so

r =

h2

γM

1 + h2A
γM

cos(θ − θ)
,

a oni setion with eentriity e = h2A
γM

.

6. Show that the period T (year) of a planet in an elliptial orbit with

semi-major axes a and b is given by T = 2πab
h

.

7. The gravitational potential V of a unit mass m at a distane r from a

mass M is the work done by gravity as the mass m moves from r to in�nity.

Show this is given by V = − γMm
r

.

8. The total energy E of an orbiting mass m is E = V + P (potential plus

kineti energy). By evaluating this at perihelion show that

E =
γMm

2l
(e2 − 1).
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9. Dedue from Question 8 that E < 0, E = 0, or E > 0 aording as the

orbit of the planet is elliptia, paraboli or hyperboli and show that the planet

will esape the solar system when orbiting at speed v at a distane r from the

Sun if and only if

v ≥
√

2γM

r
.

10. Use Questions 5 and 6 together with Questions 9 and 10 of Set 9 to

dedue Kepler's Third Law for a planet in an ellliptial orbit.

T =
2π√
γM

· a 3

2 .
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Hints for Problems

Problem Set 1

1 & 2 Use the d = vt to write down relevant equations and be areful with

the units you work with.

4. Avoid the in�nite geometri series and just fous on the �y.

5. Use Pythagoras and work with time derivatives of the ends of the ladder.

8. Use A cosx+B sinx = R cos(x− α).
9. Open the glass out and treat it as a pair of retangles, orresponding to

the inside and outside.

10. Try to exploit the symmetry in the problem if you want a quik answer,

but there is always the in�nite geometri series approah.

Problem Set 2

4. Work with the average speed.

6. At the top of the toss, v = 0.
9. Apply the formula of Question 8 and di�erentiate to get y′.
10. Again apply Question 8, substitute all the information given and solve.

Problem Set 3

1. Newton's (seond) law: F = ma.
7. Write down Newton's law for the before and after irumstanes of the

balloon.

8. Write down an equation for the airraft's thrust and integrate.

9. An average speed argument works well here.

10. Solve the quadrati arising from equating the positions of the two vehi-

les.

Problem Set 4

2. Write ω =
√

λ
ml

and solve in the standard fashion.
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10. Apply the results of the two previous problems.

Problem Set 5

1. Equate the gain in kineti energy to the loss of potential energy, the

expression for whih has two parts orresponding to the portions of the hain

that initially overhang the table and the part that passes over the edge.

2. The net downward fore on the hain is that of gravity ating on the

overhang.

3. A separable equation; substitute x = cosh y in the integral that arises.

4. Use Newton's 2nd Law and the hain rule.

6. Measure Potential energy from the lowest point and use that onservation

of energy.

8. Resolve the horizontal and vertial omponents of the tension in the bob

so that the forward aeleration of the bob mathes that of the vehile.

Problem Set 6

8 - 10. Apply Question 4.

Problem Set 7

9. Equate the entripetal and gravitational fores.

Problem Set 8

1. Write down equations for onservation of momentum and kineti energy.

6. Let p denote a point in the time interval [0, 1] where the partile is 1
2 m

from its initial points. Show by integration that if p ≤ 1
2 then a ≥ 4 for some

point in the interval [0, p] while if p ≥ 1
2 then the partile deelerates at a rate

of at least 4 m/se

2
at some point in the interval [1− p, 1].

9. Find the resistane �rst, then add to that the omponent of gravity down

the slope and use v = P
F
.
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Problem Set 9

1. & 4. A good diagram will help with the trigonometry in these questions.

2. Remember that r2 = x2 + y2 and that x = r cos θ, y = r sin θ.
8 & 9 What values of θ will maximize and minimize the orbital distane r?
10. Express in terms of a and e the parameter k, the distane CO from the

entre of the ellipse to the fous, and BO then distane from the top of the

ellipse to the entre.

Problem Set 10

1. Di�erentiate r2θ̇ = h and show that this is equivalent to the ondition

that the radial omponent of aeleration is zero.

2. The area swept out is

1
2

´ θ(t2)

θ(t2)
r2 dθ. Now use the Chain rule and Question

1.

3. Equate the radial and gravitational fores ating on the mass m and use

Question 1 to express rθ̇2 in terms of h and r.
6. Calulate the area of the ellipse (πab) as a polar integral, hange the

variable of integration to time, and use Question 1.

7. At perihelion, the radial omponent of aeleration is 0 so that the or-

responding veloity vP satis�es vP = rθ̇ and h = rP vP .
10. Show that h2 = γMl and l = a(1− e2).
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Answers to the Problems

Problem Set 1

1. 1 mile. 2. 29 1
6km. 3. 10, 20. 4. 50 miles. 5. − 8

3 m/se. 6.

√
3
2 c. 7.

−n2x(t). 8. ±
√
A2 +B2

; max �rst ours at arctan(B
A
), the min �rst ours at

arctan
(

B
A

)

+ π. 3. 9.5inhes. 10. 12
11 hours.

Problem Set 2

1. v2 = u2 + 2as . 2. 2 · 5m/se

2
. 3. 10m/se. 4. 48 · 35m. 5. 3 · 02m. 6.

1 · 57se. 7. 44 · 1m. 8. x tanα − gx2 sec2 α
2V 2 . 9. arctan−1

(

1
9

)

below horizontal.

10. arctan
(

2
3

)

, arctan(2).

Problem Set 3

1. F = 2× 103 × 2 · 5 = 5 × 103N. 2. 2× 103 × 1 = 2 × 103N. 3. m(g + f).

4.m1(g + f). 5. m1f+m2g
m1−m2

. 6. 233 · 9 m 7. m = M(f1+f2)
g+f2

. 8. 50
3 se. 9. 30 · 37 m.

10. Yes.

Problem Set 4

1.

mgl
x0

. 2. C cos(ωt + ε) + x0. 3. (a − x0) cos(ωt) + x0, where ω=
√

λ
ml

. 4.

ω
2π ,

2π
ω
, a. 5. v = ±

√

2gx− ω2x2. 9. λa2

2l . 10. 1 · 96× 104N.

Problem Set 5

5. a = m2−m1

m1+m2

g, T = 2m1m2

m1+m2

g. 6.
√

2ga(1− cos θ. 7. cos−1(23 ) . 9.

arctan−1(a
g
).
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Problem Set 6

1. i = cos θr̂− sin θθ̂ and j = sin θr̂+ cos θθ̂.2. ˙̂r = θ̇(− sin θi + cos θj) =

θ̇θ̂
˙̂
θ = ˙θ̇(− cos θi− sin θj) = −θ̇r̂.3. v = ṙr̂ + rθ̇θ̂. 4. (r̈ − rθ̇2)r̂ + (rθ̈ + 2ṙθ̇)θ̂.

5.

v

a
√
5+4 cos θ

. 6. rω2 = v2

r
. 7. 4.22 × 107 m. 8. a = −lθ̇2r̂ + lθ̈θ̂ F = −T r̂ +

mg cos θr̂ −mg sin θθ̂. 9. θ̈ + g
l
sin θ = 0. θ(t) = A cos(ωt + α) where ω =

√

g
l
.

The period is 2π
√

l
g
. 10. cos θ = g

ω2l
.

Problem Set 7

1. 15 : 00 hrs. 2. 372 : 1. 3. 51, 480, 000 4. 366. 5. 2.828. 6. 9 · 6 7.

r = 4.22× 107 m. 9. 4.22× 107 m.

Problem Set 8

1. 3. 3. 8kg. 4. 1000N. 5. 1 m/se. 7. 480 watts. 8.1 ·81 kw. 9. 102 km/hr.

10. v = 2 · 65, 101 · 2◦ East of North.

Problem Set 9

2. e = 1, k = 2 · 5, x = 1
5y

2 − 5
4 . 3. N : x′ = −a, O : (a, 0). 5. (0, 0) a and√

a2 − c2. 6. (0, 0), y = ±
√
a2−c2

a
x. 8. rA = l

1−e
, θ = π, rP = l

1+e
, θ = 0. 10.

a = ke
1−e2

, b = a
√
1− e2.

Problem Set 10

7. V = − γM
r
.
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